Headed for War?

"Today was the worst day of violence in the history of the FBI," mourned Director William Webster. But while August 9th certainly upset J. Edgar Hoover's successors, no tears were shed by the people. Within a period of only several hours, three agents of the hated FBI were shot dead in Cleveland, Ohio, and one in Cleveland, Ohio.

In Cleveland, the three agents went to the local FBI office with a shotgun in one hand and a pistol in the other. They fired into the apartment of accused racist Melvin Guyon, who has been on the run for over ten years, no

"The CPUSA Convention Dilemma: How to Serve 2 Masters Headed for War?"

Billboards in downtown Detroit advertise "People's Rally and Disco," August 25 and 30. The "Communist" Party, USA is collaborating with the local disco to promote the "peace and prosperity" the party promises to be a fitting finale. It will certainly be one of the fine traditions of the bourgeoisie political circles that the CP gives to mankind.

The other officers looked on grim-faced. What happened was routine arrest. What happened was a whole army of "people's security policemen" were preparing to go to war with each other.

The CPUSA gave up any thought of revolution many many years ago and since then has been busy preaching to the people that they should put their hope on peacefully reforming the system, moving to "socialism" in their own interests, and with the need for revolution. For this, the CP has won the tolerance of the U.S. ruling class, which is more than can be said of its white-supremacist:"moderate" influence on the conservative bourgeoisie.

The CPUSA leadership has been fiercely loyal to the rules of the Soviet Union. They whitewash every crime of the Soviets, from their involvement in Africa to the recent slaughter of thousands of civilians in El Salvador.

In their pre-convention resolution, the CPUSA gives the best way to carry out its work in the U.S. and in the CPUSA's own words, the CPUSA "pledges" to promote the "SALT II" program. Both of these actions are in violation of the U.S. Constitution.
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